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Pokemon hunter j salamence

From Bulbapedia, the community Pokémon encyclopedia. J's Salamence (Japanese: J's Bohmander) is one of the Pokémon belonging to Pokémon Hunter J, as well as its most used. History Salamence made his debut in Mutiny in the Bounty!, the same episode as his Trainer. It serves mainly as J's mode of transport while it is not in its
airship. It is also frequently used in combat. In Ill-Will Hunting!, J used Salamence and his Drapion to fight Ash's Pikachu and Gary's Blastoise. I tend to use Salamence for destructive purposes as well. In Pokémon Ranger and the Kidnapped Riolu! (Part 1), she ordered him to destroy a forest with her flamethrower to smoke the Riolu she
wanted to capture. Later, in Pillars of Friendship!, J used his Hyper Beam to shoot down rock, ice and steel pillars inside the snowpoint temple and flamethrower to wake Regigigas. Salamence is also able to hold his own in battle against legendary Pokémon such as Regigigas and could also escape a volley of Hyper Beams from Brandon
Regirock, Registeel, and Regice with ease. In The Needs of the Three!, it was used by J to get Uxie, Mesprit and Azelf for Team Galactic. It is not known what happened to Salamence after the destruction of J's ship. In Memories are Made of Bliss!, Team Rocket's fantasy featured Salamence with J. Personality and Salamence features
doesn't seem to have trouble following J's orders, as evidenced by Pokémon Ranger and the kidnapped Riolu! First part when it was ordered by J to use Flamethrower on a forest just so J could capture a Riolu for profit. In most of the battles Salamence has fought, he has barely taken damage from all the attacks coming from his
opponents and has had rapid movements that have allowed him not to get hit by them as well. Similar to Giovanni with his Persian, J seems to appreciate Salamence more than his other Pokémon, and it has been used more often by her. Movements Used Related Articles For more information about the species of this Pokémon, see
Salamence. I read about anime antagonists and was hit in particular: Hunter J. What is Hunter J's strength in the Pokemon universe? I recently defended Ash and how he is a competent coach, especially during the championship season, but Hunter J seems to ignore that and completely erase all hopes of ash victory. In all their
encounters, Ash functions only as a distraction with no chance of winning. His Drapion and Salamence have exceptional records of their own, easily defeating Gary and Ash Pokemon. Knowing this, how thin did you have Hunter J in the Pokemon universe? I between the conference league champion and the elite member 4. In the future, if
it ever reappears with a mega-Salamence, probably Elite 4 level. Last updated: August 27, 2016 Hunter J would be between Frontier Brain Level and Elite Four Level. Not as strong as Alan. She has that Salamence so I will say that it is below the Elite Four level. The M V Ps yes, it is on the elite 4 level because its only drapion handled
ashes and Gary in no time flat. Ash's team right now;025; If you think the Sinnoh saga was the best saga of the whole show, copy and paste this into your signature! (launched by FlameRose) If you deny any kind of existence of Iris's hair, put this in your sig (started by 5ilVer) Spoiler: Stuff About Ash's Pokémon Peakachu Progression:
Surge2 - OI Drake - Clair2 - Juan - Lucy - Lucy - Anabel2 - Brandon3 - Tobias3 - Kukui T-: 10MVT Peakachu (when 10MVT hits successfully) T-: Ash-Greninja Z: Peakachu Z-: Blazefer Inpe : Charizard S-: Sceptile, Incineroar, Base Infernape, Base Greninja A- : Snorlax, Naganadel A: Krookodile, Bulbasaur, Heracross, Melmetal,
Lycanroc A-: Gible, Torkoal B-: Swellow, Gliscor, Squirtle, Hawlucha B: Glalie, King Goodra, Pignite, Torterra C: Buizel, Corphish, Quilava, Rowlet, Leavanny C: Bayleef, Staraptor, Noivern, Tauros, Snivy C-: Noctowl, Donphan, Palpitoad D: Scraggy D: Oshawott, Totodile D-: Boldore, Unfezzant Limbo: Butterfree, Pidge , Muk, Lapras
'GOAT Anime Rivalry' probably around the same level as an E4, so it's damn strong. Ace level of the gym leader. Nothing more. I have two rules: First of all, I'm never wrong. Second, if I'm wrong... back to the first rule, L - Death Note Elite Four level seems to be an overstatement. It wasn't that hard. She was pretty much gym leader level
at most in my opinion. Which gym leader compares to his Drapion and Salamance? I find it hard to believe that even Wulfric corresponds to this power... Elite Four level seems to be an overestimate. It wasn't that hard. She was pretty much gym leader level at most in my opinion. Salamence and Drapion of J have muscular hydro pump of
Blastoise and Thunder Bolt of Pikachu in this beam fight by a large margin, it is at least close to Frontier Brain Level at best. Hunter J was not dangerous because she was a good coach; she was dangerous because she was a brutal and deadly trainer. She was calculating and very willing to use lethal force, something champions only
bluff. Everyone creates what they dread. Men of peace create engines of war. Invaders create avengers. People create... smaller people? Er... Children! I lost the word there. Children. Designed to supplant them. To help them put an end to. Momentai! Resistance. Rebellion. You'll burn those ideas. But it's the traditional royal voice
Canterlot! It is traditional to speak, using the Royal we, and to use this a lot when addressing our subjects! Hunter J's strength is a little difficult for me to determine since the few times she showed up, she would mostly attack Ash as if she were aiming to kill him, but their battles themselves often had no results other than J giving up when
his plans Foiled. I think she might be on par with the brains borders however based on his salamence management and how he held his own against Regigigas. :] Yes, she is on the elite 4 level because her only drapion handled ashes and Gary in no time flat. The same could be said about his Bohmander too, but then again, it's not like
Satoshi and Shigeru are hard to overwhelm to begin with. So I don't think J is at the four celestial king level per se. Which gym leader compares to his Drapion and Salamance? I find it hard to believe that even Wulfric corresponds to this power... Many gym chef with strategy and knowledge how to defeat a specific pokemon the best.
There are many out there who can defeat Hunter J. She only used her pokemon in a crude way like many other trainers with fully evolved pokemon. Justg brute force through. Drapion was decent and should it have been surprising that pseudo are shown to be strong? I mean, even Cameron had a nickname that was portrayed as a first-
rate mon. It lacks real strategy and its pokemon lacks good utility shots. Wulfric Avalugg using the hail-/heal-gyro ball strategy would ruin it. I have two rules: First of all, I'm never wrong. Second, if I'm wrong... back to the first rule, L - Death Note The same thing could be said about his Bohmander too, but then again, it's not like Satoshi
and Shigeru are hard to overwhelm to begin with. So I don't think J to four-level Heavenly King per se. In fact, I personally consider Hunter J cornering Ash and Gary as impressive, especially in Gary's case in Dp because he had strong pokemon with him from the beginning and he was still struggling with Hunter J pokemon iirc. ^^ Well for
one, she uses non-Pokemon weapons and breaks the mold. Its jellyfish laser can affect even legendary pokemon as much as potatoes or normal pokemon, making it incredibly dangerous in a Pokemon dominated world favorite Generation: V Favorite Pokemon by Generation: Mewtwo, Jirachi, Giratina, Ferrothorn, Klefki, Mimikyu Favorite
Type: Water Favorite Team: Plasma The Newest Brilliant: Alolan Vulpix (Pokemon GO) Switch Friend Code: SW-1509-3691-0315 GO: Redjirachi93, 3853 8382 6220 Good for whatever it uses non-Pokemon weapons and breaks the mold. Its jellyfish laser can affect even legendary pokemon as much as potatoes or normal pokemon,
making it incredibly dangerous in a world dominated strictly pokemon talking Pokemon, I guess. In fact, I personally consider Hunter J jam Ash and Gary as impressive, especially in Gary's case in Dp since he had strong pokemon with him from the beginning and he was still taken with Hunter J pokemon iirc. ^^ yes, his Electivire and Blast
were considered stronger than Pikachu at the time too. On another note, since mega-evolutions were introduced, it wouldn't be far-fetched that she would have a Salamencite (if she were still alive). Imagine Hunter J with a it's a whole new level of scary. I think she would at least be at Brandon's level at that time. I imagine hunter J would
probably rank somewhere between Top Tier Gym Leader and Elite 4. It's tricky. On the one hand, she had a power in Salamence that would compete with Regigigas, Brandons Regi Trio, Ash Pikachu and Gary Blastoise, but on the other hand, she has Ariados who the fighting force was not really known. It is difficult to classify it as E4
level when only 2 of its Pokemon (Salamence and Drapion) strength are known, but it seems stronger than any regular trainer and gym manager. I guess based on its success, it's more towards the E4 level though. She managed to evade the police and was known to capture many strong Pokemon for other trainers. Currently exploring
Sinnoh Strictly Pokemon speak, I guess. Not having to rely on Pokemon is strength. Also, fortunately, she could never use Mega Salamence, as Mega Evolution requires a strong link with her Pokemon. What given that Lysandre could use Mega Evolution will show what a complete sociopath J is preferred generation: V Pokemon
preferred by generation: Mewtwo, Jirachi, Giratina, Ferrothorn, Klefki, Mimikyu Favorite Type: Water Favorite Team: Plasma The newest brilliant: Alolan Vulpix (Pokemon GO) Switch Friend Code: SW-1509-3691-0315 GO: Redjirachi93, 3853 8382 6220 Do not have to rely on Pokemon is the strength. Also, fortunately, she could never
use Mega Salamence, as Mega Evolution requires a strong link with her Pokemon. Which given that Lysander could use Mega Evolution will show what a complete sociopath is J Is How do we know that J does not have a strong connection with his Pokémon? Salamence could have been just as bad as her and joined her to become rich
too. The same with Drapion since he was ready to kill Ash, if I remember correctly, and we've seen Pokémon refuse to follow immoral orders before, even Pokémon who worked for nasty teams, such as Team Rocket's Arbok. Team Rocket will pay for their crimes. My fanfiction.net Page 2 profile How do we know that J doesn't have a
strong connection to his Pokémon? Salamence could have been just as bad as her and joined her to become rich too. The same with Drapion since he was ready to kill Ash, if I remember correctly, and we've seen Pokémon refuse to follow immoral orders before, even Pokémon who worked for nasty teams, such as Team Rocket's Arbok.
It's really disturbing to think that a giant scorpion and dragon are as psychopathic as Favorite Generation Hunter J: Favorite Pokemon V by Generation: Mewtwo, Jirachi, Giratina, Ferrothorn, Klefki, Mimikyu Favorite Type: Water team: Plasma The latest bright: Alolan Vulpix (Pokemon GO) Switch Friend Code: SW-1509-3691-0315 GO:
Redjirachi93, 3853 8382 6220 6220 6220 6220
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